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Abstract 

Trickle-based Interference Cancellation Schemes for CDMA 

Systems 

Pooyan Haghighat 

In this thesis, we introduce a novel approach to interference cancellation for code division 

multiple access uplink transmission. Several models combining principles of serial and paral

lel interference cancellation are discussed. The proposed scheme is derived from the analysis 

of these hybrid models and applies a user configuration algorithm (termed "trickle") in or

der to provide an improved bit-error-rate performance. The algorithm utilizes an adaptive 

matrix to compute the reqtiired configuration to be used for the subsequent interference 

cancellation stage. Bit-streaming, pipelined multiuser detection is employed and channel 

estimates are obtained using sample pilot data known at the receiver. We demonstrate 

that significant performance improvements can by achieved over various hybrid schemes. A 

reduced-complexity version of the trickle algorithm is also introduced where the processing 

delay is greatly reduced while maintaining similar performance. We present several numeri

cal examples through which we demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed algorithms relative 

to existing interference cancellation algorithms. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Today's world of cellular communication is faced with the difficult challenge of supporting 

the needs of wireless applications such as video, text messaging, and web browsing, etc.. 

This has led to an increasing demand for reliable high-rate data communication. The work 

of Nilsson [1] illustrates how first generation analog systems as well as second generation digi

tal systems are geared towards providing reliable communication specific to voice application 

traffic. Third generation (3G) systems, more specifically systems based on Code Division 

Multiple Access (CDMA) technology, are geared towards significantly higher rate applica

tions and face greater challenges concerning capacity as compared to their predecessors. The 

most significant of these challenges involves multiple-access interference (MAI). Considered 

one of the major limiting factors in wireless communication, MAI primarily stems from the 

asynchronous nature of the uplink channel where orthogonality between the spreading se

quences of different users cannot be guaranteed. Reducing MAI can significantly improve 

the overall spectral efficiency of the system. This can be achieved by means of multiuser 

detection (MUD) where interference caused by time offsets and fading are jointly estimated 

for all users to provide better detection for individual users. Much of the recent research in 

the field of telecommunications has focused on MUD and IC techniques designed to improve 

performance through MAI reduction [2]-[39]. 

MUD techniques can be divided into two categories: Linear MUD and subtractive in

terference cancellation detectors [19]. The former involves an iterative process where linear 

mapping is utilized to produce a new set of outputs, and the latter iteratively subtracts in

terference from the received signal through estimation. Previous work [2]-[4] has shown that 

optimum detection schemes are impractical due to their extremely high complexity. Thus, 

sub-optimal IC receiver structures have been the focus of much of the ensuing research 

concerning MUD [5]-[27]. These receivers can be further divided into two subcategories: 
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successive interference cancellation (SIC) and parallel interference cancellation (PIC). Past 

studies [32]- [11] describe the merits of hybrid interference cancellation techniques that com

bine the advantages of both SIC and PIC, several models of which are proposed in [33], [11]. 

An overview of MUD and IC techniques is shown below in Fig. 1.1. 

MUD Receivers 

Optimum Detectors 

1 
Sub-optimum Detectors 

1 ' 

SIC 

i ' 

PIC 

' ' 

Other 

I 
Hybrid Models 

Figure 1.1: Overview of MUD models 

The proposed "trickle" algorithm presented in this thesis is a hybrid IC scheme imple

menting a reconfiguration of users in order to achieve more reliable bit error rate (BER) 

performance as compared to standard SIC and PIC schemes. 

1.1 Motivation for Study and Problem Statement 

The optimal multiuser receiver algorithm for CDMA derived by Verdu [2] is the foundation 

of much of the research conducted on sub-optimal receiver algorithms and iterative detection 

techniques [3]. 

The aim of this study is to develop a sub-optimum receiver capable of providing im

proved BER performance while minimizing cost in processing delay and complexity. More 

specifically, the focus is on developing a hybrid receiver capable of combing benefits inherent 

to both SIC and PIC receviers. Previous work in this area has provided user configuration 
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schemes designed arbitrarily [33],[11], albeit achieving improved BER performance as com

pared to conventional schemes [4]. This study looks to optimize these models and provide 

an adaptive algorithm capable of adjusting to any given number of users. The following 

guidelines were respected in order to achieve these aims: 

• The Theoretical Stage - Research into past MUD structures and current hybrid IC 

schemes as well as related theory was conducted. 

• The Practical Stage - The performance of the hybrid schemes was investigated with 

regards to factors such as complexity, delay, and BER. 

• The Formulation Stage - New algorithms stemming from previous work were designed; 

the emphasis was put on BER performance. 

• The Conclusion Stage - Evaluation of the proposed hybrid IC scheme is made through 

extensive computer simulations. 

1.2 Overview of Multiple Access Methods 

In Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), distinct frequency channels are assigned 

to each transmitter while receivers select the appropriate incoming signal by tuning to the 

desired frequency [43]. It was most predominantly seen in the first generation of cellular sys

tems such as the Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS), the Extended European Total 

Access Cellular System (ETACS), and the Nippon Telephone and Telegraph (NTT) system 

[45]. Second generation cellular systems generally employed Time Division Multiple Access 

(TDMA) as a multiple access technique. In contrast to FDMA, TDMA separates users by 

assigning each user a short time slot to transmit. Thus, users communicate one by one in 

a cyclic fashion. Second generation systems also include the Group Special Mobile (GSM) 

standard, the United States Digital Cellular (USDC) standard (also known as the Interme

diate Standard-54, or IS-54), and the Pacific Digital Cellular (PDC) standard. However, for 

comparison purposes, these latter standards are not included in the discussion. 

Finally, CDMA emerged as one of the leading standards in the latter stages of develop

ment of second generation cellular systems. Also known as Intermediate Standard-95 (IS-95), 

CDMA is based on spread spectrum technology, where each user is assigned a unique spread

ing code which is used by the receiver in order to differentiate between the desired incoming 

signal and incoming signals from all other users. Contrary to FDMA and TDMA where 

users are orthogonalized along frequency and time, CDMA signals overlap in both time and 

frequency, but are distinguishable by their signature codes (i.e. the codes in CDMA). For 

each user, the code signal multiplies the data signal, and since the code rate is much higher 
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than the data rate, the resulting signal bears a higher rate and hence a "spreaded spectrum" 

compared to the data rate [40]. 

An overview of the abovementioned multiple access methods is shown below in Fig. 1.2 

Frequency 
Division 
Multiple 
Access 

N 
H 

£ 
Frequency 

<%_ 

Time 
Division 
Multiple 
Access 

Power 

fcffi '$!Fxi •a,5*$ 

a 
Time 

Code / Spread 
Division / Spectrum. 
Multiple/ Multiple 
Access / Access 

TiuttnutEiV' j 

dnnnBtt 

Frequency 

Each User has a unique 
frequency 

(1 voice channel per user) 
All users transmit at the same 

time 

AMPS, KMT, TACS 

Each User has a unique 
tune slot 

Each Data Channel has a unique 
position within the time slot 
Several users share the same 

frequency 

IS-136,GSM,PDC 

Each Transmitter has a unique 
spreading code 

Each Data Channel has a 
unique Orthogonal Code 

Many users share the same 
frequency and time 

IS-95, CDMA 2000, WCDMA 

Figure 1.2: Summary of multiple access methods 

The user blocks in the diagram illustrate the efficiency of the use of the medium available 

by the various multiple access methods. This study presents a novel interference cancella

tion scheme for CDMA uplink communication. Derivation and description of the model is 

discussed in the following sections. 

1.3 Thesis Contribution 

The main contributions of this thesis are: 

• Study and evaluation of various multiuser detection algorithms for interference cancel

lation receivers, including conventional SIC and PIC schemes. The results demonstrate 

how performance degrades as the number of users is increased due to a corresponding 

increase in MAI power. Ideal power distribution is assumed. 
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• Introduction to exponential and inverse exponential hybrid models derived from hybrid 

model consisting of linearly varying group sizes. It is observed through simulation that 

the exponential group-wise structure offers improved channel estimation for higher 

values of SNR and consequently demonstrates better BER performance than the inverse 

exponential model. Estimation is further improved through additional iterations for 

users with strong signal strength, leading to the proposed scheme. 

• Development of a new multiuser detection algorithm for interference cancellation termed 

"trickle". This algorithm is based on the exponential group-wise model, utilizing an 

adaptive matrix to compute the required configuration of users for the interference can

cellation stages involved. Detailed description of the various parameters of the trickle 

scheme are also given. 

• Study of the bit-streaming, pipelined MUD receiver structure. The model incorporates 

a pipelined MUD scheme to obtain channel estimates and carry out the IC process. 

The study provides description of the system model chosen for simulation the proposed 

scheme. Originally proposed in [21], alternative models could be employed to carry 

out the channel estimation process. 

• Evaluation of the performance of the trickle algorithm. Through simulation, compar

isons are made to SIC, PIC, as well as standard linear and exponential hybrid receiver 

structures. The performance results demonstrate a significant improvement over the 

aforementioned schemes. 

• Development of an improved trickle algorithm. A reduction in the total number of 

IC stages is carried out while maintaining performance. This is achieved by limiting 

each distinct grouping of users to a maximum of three stages of IC. Timing analysis 

for the reduced trickle scheme is provided and it is shown that a significant decrease 

in processing delay is achieved at the cost of a minimal degradation of the BER per

formance. 

1.4 Outline 

A comprehensive look at MUD techniques is given in Chapter 2, beginning from the pimitive 

single-user receiver structures up to the more recent MUD receivers. Emphasis is put on 

interference cancellation receivers, while several hybrid IC models are discussed in greater 

detail. Simulations for conventional IC models are also provided. Comparisons between 
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various structures are made throughout the chapter underlining advantages and disadvan

tages inherent to the schemes discussed, providing insight to the motivation for the proposed 

"trickle" algorithm. 

A detailed description of the pipelined MUD receiver structure employed in this thesis 

is given as well in order to allow for the proper duplication of the results obtained. The 

scheme in question is a means of simulation for PIC receivers and its inclusion in this study 

is arbitrary. Its parameters are nonetheless presented as its benefits are demonstrated in cor

responding simulation results. All relevant equations pertaining to the scheme are included. 

Chapter 3 includes the derivation of the proposed algorithm, descriptions of both the 

exponential and inverse exponential models, as well as a detailed breakdown of the "trickle" 

algorithm along with the system parameters involved in the design of the improved "trickle" 

scheme. A brief analysis of the gain in processing delay is also given in this chapter. 

In Chapter 4, simulation results of the proposed algorithm are compared to that of various 

conventional IC and hybrid schemes. As well, a more detailed analysis of the reduction in 

processing delay is given. 

Finally, the conclusion to the thesis is presented in Chapter 5 with future work sugges

tions. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction to MUD 

As was previously mentioned, a wide range of MUD techniques have been investigated in 

the past. In this section, we investigate the interference cancellation subclass of MUD re

ceivers, presenting the original multiple-access (uplink) schemes designed to achieve superior 

performance as compared to single-user detectors, as well as subsequent schemes designed 

to overcome the shortcomings and limitations of their ancestors. 

2.2 Single User Model 

Let us consider the direct-sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) transmitter model for a single 

user with BPSK digital modulation shown below in Figure 2.1, 

w <g) •&) " 

c(t) -j2Pcos((Oct + 0) 

Figure 2.1: Single-user DS-SS model 

where b(t) is given by 
oo 

b(t) = E biAT(t - %T). (2.1) 
i——oo 
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{bi} is a set of independent identically distributed Bernouili random variables and 6; is the 

zth data bit taking on values of ±1 with equal probability. Aj-(i) is the applied rectangular 

pulse shape given by 

. , , f 1, 0 < t < T 
[ 0, otherwise, 

where T is the duration of the data bit. 

Similarly, the pseudo-noise (PN) code waveform c(i) is given by 

M 

c ( t ) = Y,ciATc(t-jTc), (2.2) 
j=l 

where M is the number of bits per frame, c,- and bi are identically distributed, {c,} is set 

of randomly generated spreading codes of length N, where N is the spreading factor, while 

the elements of {c,-} are referred to as code chips, and Tc is the code chip interval where 

T = NTC. 

The resulting basic transmitted spread signal s(t) is expressed as 

s(t) = V2Pb(t)c(t) cos(uct + 6), (2.3) 

where wc and 9 are the carrier frequency and phase, respectively. 

2.2.1 Spreading Sequences 

System performance is directly affected by the configuration of PN codes. Under ideal 

conditions, PN codes allow multiple users to share bandwidth without interfering with one 

another. However, it is impractical to achieve such performance and codes with near-ideal 

properties are used. The properties in question refer to the auto-correlation and cross-

correlation of the sequences. PN codes are designed to minimize auto-correlation for non

zero delay and also to minimize cross-correlation over all delays [2]. These factors directly 

affect the amount of interference between users of the system. In other words, how greatly 

the PN codes approach the optimal levels for both auto- and cross-correlation determines 

how greatly users interfere with one another, and in turn in large part determines system 

performance. 

In general, random codes demonstrate good auto- and cross-correlation properties, which 

is why they are employed by the majority of DS-SS systems. Some of the more common types 

of PN codes are Maximal Length Sequences or m-sequences. Other types of PN codes can 

be derived from m-sequences such as Gold codes and Kasami Sequences, Scholtz, [19]. Each 
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type of code has a particular advantage and depending upon system requirements, various 

performance parameters can be traded-off by the use of one type of code over another [4]. 

The system model for the propsed algorithm employs Gold codes and is described in greater 

detail in subsequent sections. 

2.2.2 Typical DS-SS Receivers 

Matched Filter Receiver 

The matched filter (MF) receiver is the basis of a significant set of various receiver structures 

available. Once the signal is transmitted through an AWGN channel, the receiver generates 

bit decisions which are affected by channel conditions and the detection algorithm employed 

in the previously mentioned PN code properties. The incoming transmitted signal at the 

receiver is given by 

r(t)=s(t - r ) + n(t), (2.4) 

where s(t) represents the original transmitted signal, r is the finite propagation delay 

aquired during transmission, and n(£) is a randomly generated additive white Gaussian 

noise (AWGN). 

By expanding (2.4) and incorporating (2.3) we obtain 

r(t) = V2Pb(t - r)c(t - r ) cos(ujc(t - r ) + 9). (2.5) 

The detection process consists of reversing the sequence of operations executed at the 

transmitter: demodulation, dispreading, and bit decisions. Demodulation involves synchro

nization between the receiver's and transmitter's respective carrier frequencies. Once the 

receiver has achieved carrier lock, the receiver then regenerates a synchronoxis copy of the 

PN code waveform (2.2) to despread the incoming signal. The signal then passes through a 

correlator which produces a decision metric given by 

( t+l)T+T 

Zi= f r(t)c(t - T) cos(ojc(t - r ) + 0)dt (2.6) 
iT+r 

The final step involves a non-linear threshold device modelled as a hard limiter, which 

yields an estimate of the transmitted bit b{ where 
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[ - 1 , Zi < 0. 

The basic diagram of a BPSK-based conventional matched filter DS-SS receiver is shown 

below in Fig. 2.2 below. 

*»—® <JW 

cos(6)c(t-r) + 0) a(t-r) 

Figure 2.2: A BPSK-based conventional matched filter DS-SS receiver 

Previous studies [2], [9] have shown that the matched filter receiver achieves the highest 

BER performance when attempting to detect a known signal. 

2.2.3 Correlation and RAKE Receivers 

The conventional CDMA receiver structure consists of a bank of DS-SS receivers each of 

which are associated with a single user. Bit estimates are formed from the outputs of the 

correlation receiver. Proposed for use in the IS-95 standard, the relatively low complexity 

of the receiver is countered to a certain extent by relatively poor performance. The RAKE 

receiver, introduced by [9], takes advantage of the inherent multipath diversity in a frequency 

selective fading CDMA channel. Due to the much smaller coherence bandwidth of the 

channel as compared to the bandwidth of the transmitted wideband CDMA signal, arriving 

multipath signals are seperately and effectively processed [43]. This is achieved by utilizing 

several sub-receivers each tuned to individual multipath components. The RAKE receiver 

structure is showin in Fig. 2.3 below. 

The receiver is named RAKE due to its similarity to a garden rake, where each finger is 

capable of tracking the multipath components of each user. The RAKE receiver scheme is 

similar to that of the correlation receiver with the added RAKE combiner process. 
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+ h 

+ b2 

*6 3 

Figure 2.3: BPSK-based RAKE CDMA Receiver 

2.3 Multiuser Detectors 

Single user detectors are not optimal for CDMA or WCDMA due to the manner in which 

they treat interference from other users as channel noise. Thus, the specific structure of MAI 

is entirely ignored. MUD receivers are designed to take advantage of the knowledge of MAI 

signal parameters, albeit at the cost of increased complexity. 

The following sections give a brief overview of such receivers, ranging from the original 

impractical optimal scheme to the more recent IC schemes that led to the proposed trickle 

model. 

2.3.1 Optimal Detection 

Based on the work of Van Etten [41] published in the mid-1970's, Verdu [2] first introduced 

the optimal multi-user receiver for CDMA in 1986. The receiver structure is based on 

maximum-likelihood (ML) detection, minimizing the squared Euclidean distance between 

the received signal and the sum of K asynchronous user signals. Joint sequence decisions are 

made utilizing K MF outputs as opposed to successive decisions stemming from each MF 

11 

r(t) 

RAKE1 

RAKE 2 

RAKE 3 

RAKE K 

Synd 

Sync 2 

Sync 3 

SyncK 

Decision 
Algorithm 



r 

Figure 2.4: Uplink transmission at base station receiver 

output alone. Although Verdu's optimal receiver achieved significant gains in performance, 

it unforunately suffered from severe complexity limitations, which increased exponentially 

with the number of users and the length of the sequence. What followed was a wide-

range of suboptimal designs geared towards reducing complexity while maintaing acceptable 

standards of performance. The role of the optimal receiver has been that of a benchmark 

against which to compare these sub-optimal CDMA receivers. The focus of this section is 

specifically on SIC, PIC, and hybrid-IC type receiver structures, where contrary to other 

types of MUD receivers, error correction coding is integrated into the MUD process. 

2.4 SIC 

2.4.1 Conventional SIC 

One of the two main classes of multi-user interference cancellation receivers, SIC involves 

individual processing of K users where interference is cancelled successively. The users are 

first ordered depending on their average signal strengths, the strongest user being the first to 

be detected. Each user's transmitted data is estimated and reconstructed in conjunction with 
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the corresponding channel estimates. The reconstructed signal is then subtracted from the 

received signal, rendering the signal more reliable for subsequent users. All users experience 

improvement in performance; earlier users due to their high received power, and later users 

because a large fraction of the total interference has been removed prior to their detection. 

This process is illustrated below in Fig. 2.5 

3Ut 
XM(t) = 

xk(t) - zk(t) 

i i 

Linear CDMA 
receiver 

Channel 
estimation 

Decoder 

Re-encode 
and modulate 

Ou 

Figure 2.5: Successive Interference Cancellation 

The complexity and latency of SIC receivers are proportional to K. Simulation plots for 

SIC for both K = 5 users and K = 25 users in comparison with the standard MF receiver 

are shown below in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7, respectively. It should be noted, that the results 

presented involve a large number of interferring users and the systems, each as a whole, 

involve more than the mere K = 5 or K — 25 users being processed. 

SIC for K = 25 users demonstrates superior BER performace as more accurate channel 

estimates are obtained for weaker users, albeit once again at the cost of increased latency. 

With fewer users, not only are fewer channel estimates utilized in the cancellation process, 

those very same estimates are relatively inaccurate to begin with [5]. 

2.4.2 Soft-decision SIC 

Since low-power users' decisions are dependent on the accuracy of the interference cancella

tion and channel estimations obtained from the high-power users, a soft-decision approach to 

SIC was presented by [14] aimed at increasing the reliability of the decoding and estimation 

from te strongest users. Metrics for the stronger users are updated by subtracting the sub

sequent decisions on low-power users given that the high-power signal corresponding to each 

path in a trellis is reencoded and subtracted from the composite signal. In other words, to 

make a decision for a high-power user, decisions on a given number of subsequent low-power 

users are also considered through a series of hypothesis trellis paths. The process suffers from 
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Figure 2.6: BER plot of SIC receiver for K = 5. 

increased overall latency and was presented merely as a conceptual scheme. Nonetheless, it 

provided a basis for the more practical and refined algorithms that followed [18],[20]. 

2.4.3 Power Control for SIC 

For uplink transmission, the received powers from mobiles that are closer to the base station 

represent a larger portion of the total interference as compared to mobiles that are farther 

away. Conventional power control techniques to eliminate this problem by maintaining equal 

received powers for all users. Thus, users at the cell edges actually transmit at unecessarily 

higher powers, creating added interference for neighboring cells. The work of [17] introduced 

the concept of power control in accordance with successive interference cancellation schemes 

that rely on controlled disparities between the powers of users. The improvement in perfor

mance is achieved by appropriately enforcing disparate powers amongst users and allowing 

users at cell edges to be received at lower power levels. The CDMA capacity is thus affected 

by inter-cell interference only. 
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Figure 2.7: BER plot of SIC receiver for K = 25. 

Further research [25]-[27] on the improvement of the power control algorithm demon

strated that higher capacity could be achieved by increasing the relative power of later users 

as the channel estimation error increases. This counters the residual interference originat

ing from imperfect interference cancellation assumed otherwise by optimal received power 

distribution. 

2.5 PIC 

2.5.1 Conventional P IC 

PIC is the second of the two main classes of multi-user interference cancellation receivers. 

Contrary to SIC, PIC detects all K users simultaneously, providing a decrease in latency at 

the cost of less accurate channel estimation. A coarse initial estimate is obtained through 

joint estimation from a bank of K matched filters and is used to cancel a portion of the 

interference. The parallel detection is then repeated for a given S number of stages until 
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sufficient interference cancellation is achieved. Thus, each user is processed S times albeit 

in conjuction with all other users. The process is shown in Fig. 2.8 
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Figure 2.8: Parallel Interference Cancellation 

The complexity of PIC receivers is proportional to S x K while the latency depends solely 

on S. Simulation plots for single and 3-stage PIC for K = 20 users in comparison with the 

standard MF receiver are shown below in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10, respectively. 

2.5.2 Partial PIC 

The joint estimation obtained from the initial stages of the PIC process generally results in 

highly noisy data estimates. Thus, [15] presented a soft interference cancellation algorithm 

termed "partial parallel interference cancellation" (PPIC). PPIC attempts to counter sys

tem degradation by cancelling varying amounts of interference depending on reliability and 

number of iterations completed. The motive behind this approach lies in the low reliability 

of channel estimates performed in earlier stages. Naturally, the negative influence a weak 

estimate is accentuated when complete interference cancellation is involved. Partial removal 

of interference allows for a greater margin of error regarding inaccurate channel estimates 

when dealing with many users simultaneously; multiple iterations affect a weight factor that 

adjusts the amount of interference to be cancelled at each stage. The improvement lies in 

the process by which previous bit estimates are included in subsequent estimations, thus 

improving channel estimates for following iterations. The complexity of the system is linear 

to the number of users implicated. 
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Figure 2.9: BER plot for single-stage PIC for K = 20. 

2.5.3 Frequency Diversity Combining with P P I C 

The advent of PPIC created a new point of origin for much of the subsequent research regard

ing PIC receivers. One such example lies in the addition of frequency diversity combining 

(FDC) to PIC, and subsequently PPIC presented in [24], which offers better performance 

while maintaining similar complexity. The motivation for this approach is to merely achieve 

a higher diversity gain at minimal cost. FDC-PPIC is an extension of FDC-PIC and offers 

a more viable option for future IC applications. 

2.5.4 Iterative PIC 

The work of [28] investigates an iterative approach to joint estimation. This work was 

motivated by the promising results shown in previous work on iterative decoding strategies 

[10]-[29], most notably for CDMA systems. The receiver is designed to infer a probability 

distribution on the code symbols for each user as well as compute channel estimates in an 
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Figure 2.10: BER plot for 3-stage PIC for K = 20. 

iterative fashion. Each of the two sets of information are updated for every stage of the 

detection process, leading to improved overall system performance due to the convergence 

of the estimates. 

The iterative decoding receiver is, however, limited by a critical user load, under which 

near single user performance is obtained. If the critical load is exceeded, the receiver is 

rendered ineffective. Furthermore, the bank of detectors assigned to the users implicated can 

be processed in parallel or-in successive fashion, thus extending the receiver's applications 

to various IC receivers [30]. 

2.6 Hybrid IC 

More recently, hybrid-type MUD receivers have been proposed combining benefits inherent 

to both PIC and SIC schemes. While there are limitations inherent to both approaches, 

significant gains can be achieved when they are applied in conjunction with one another. 
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2 . 6 . 1 C o n c a t e n a t e d I C 

A most primitive and obvious, yet effective hybrid design was first presented by [11]. The 

structure of the scheme consists of several individual receivers each incorporating both a 

serial and three parallel cancellation stages. The motivation for such a design lies in the 

potential improvement in overall system performance made possible by utilizating both SIC 

and PIC to obtain channel estimates. The first serial cancellation stage is used to obtain 

initial data estimates while the subsequent parallel stages are used to enhance the accuracy 

of the estimates and carry out the interference cancellation process. Groups are detected in 

parallel yet early estimates are obtained via SIC. A flowchart of the steps involved in the 

process of concatenated IC receivers is shown in Fig. 2.11. 
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Figure 2.11: Flowchart of serial-parallel receiver model 

The structure can accomodate a large number of users offerring more versatility than 

other hybrid designs described in the following section. 
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2.6.2 Groupwise IC 

Group-wise successive interference cancellation (GSIC), one of the early hybrid designs, 

utilizes channel estimation to cancel interference in groups [6], [17]. The system is setup 

much like standard SIC systems, save the group-wise configuration. The motive behind such 

an approach lies in the great gain in hardware complexity which is reduced by a factor equal to 

the group size. However, due to the propagation of the negative effects of inaccurate channel 

estimation, GSIC cannot achieve the performance of SIC. It therefore becomes a question of 

trade-off and specific design requirements rather than a brute performance comparison. 

Improvement on such designs is achieved by means of the iterative receiver principle men

tioned above. The iterative approach suggested by [33] yielded two novel groupwise struc

tures. Iterative group-wise parallel interference cancellation (IGPIC) and iterative group-

wise serial interference cancellation (IGSIC) demonstrate how various configurations of users 

can lead to gains in performance at the cost of latency. The performance of IGPIC is in fact 

considered superior to that of IGSIC. Users are organized into groups increasing in size by 

one user per stage culminating in K total stages where the final group consists of K users. 

Users are ranked according to their signal strength prior to being configured into groups, 

resulting in the strongest user being processed individually to begin, and and at every sub

sequent stage thereafter. A sample configuration of the scheme for K = 5 users is shown 

below in Fig. 2.12 
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Figure 2.12: Block diagram of group-wise interference cancellation scheme for K = 5. 

Interference is cancelled out simultaneously for all users of a given stage, the resulting 

composite signal of which is passed on to the next stage as is the case with conventional PIC 

operation. Unlike conventional PIC, each stage carries a greater number of users as the IC 
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process is carried out. This results in an improvement in performance for all users; those in 

earlier groupings due to high SINR, and those in later groupings where a large fraction of 

the total interference is removed prior to detection. Groupwise IC offered a new approach 

for MUD receivers by means of altered user configuration benefitting from both successive 

and parallel processing of users. 

2.7 Introduction to Pipelined Multiuser Detection 

As mentioned in the previous sections, the focus of much of the research concerning MUD 

is to combine different IC methods in order to take advantage of various benefits as well as 

overcome the limitations inherent to the schemes in question. The proposed scheme employs 

pipelined MUD, the detailed description of which is presented in the following sections. 

However, it should be noted that despite the advantages offered by this scheme, its inclusion 

is arbitrary and other schemes with similar benefits can be used in its stead. Its description 

is nonetheless significant in that its benefits are reflected in the results obtained. 

2.7.1 Background to the Partial Parallel Pipelined Multiuser De

tector 

The work of [21] focuses on the different system requirements for both the channel estimation 

and detection processes. The high computational complexity associated with asynchronous 

multiuser detection methods led to the proposed iterative based suboptimal scheme, de

signed to eliminate the need for matrix inversions and avoid multishot detection for schemes 

where initial estimates are obtained via a matched filter. By implementing a bit-streaming 

architecture, stages of the iteration are "pipelined", resulting in a reduction in latency. The 

following sections describe this structure in greater detail. 

2.7.2 Channel Estimation and Pipelined Multistage Detector 

The channel estimation process is similar to most multiuser detectors. A pilot sequence of 

bits known at the receiver is utilized in order to determine channel effects regarding delays 

and amplitudes. These channel parameters are extracted from the signal at the receiver 

by comparing the received bits with the known pilot sequence. Maximum likelihood (ML) 

estimation is employed, and the channel parameters are assumed to remain static until the 

end of the frame. These estimates are then passed on to the pipelined multistage detector 

where interference cancellation is performed stage by stage. 
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2.7.3 Matched Filter and Pipelined Multistage Detector Overview 

The detector utilizes both the MF outputs and the cross-correlation information of all users 

in the system. The first stage in the baseband signal detection consists of a bank of matched 

filters, each assigned to a single user in the system. Alternatively to (2.5), the matched filter 

output y for a given user is represented by 

y = RAd + r,, (2.7) 

where d is the transmitted data bits, R is the cross correlation matrix of the synchronized 

spreading codes, A is a diagonal matrix containing the amplitudes of the users, and r\ is the 

AWGN. The structure of R is given by 

R = I + 5 + ST, (2.8) 

where I is the identity matrix and S is the lower triangular portion of the matrix R. 

The structure of A H A , described in [21], is given by 

A ^ A 0 A^Aj 0 0 0 

A f A 0 A^Ao + A f A j A^Aj 0 0 

0 A f A 0 A^Ao + A f A j A^Aj 0 

0 0 0 A f A 0 A^Ao + A f A i 

where D is the number of received bits, and K is the number of users. As mentioned 

previously, it is assumed that the channel remains static during the detection window. This 

leads to the tri-diagonal block-Toeplitz nature [21] of the A H A matrix shown above, allowing 

for pipelined detection. A more in-depth analysis of this detector is given in [22]. 

2.7.4 Detailed System Model Description 

In vector form, the received signal is given by 
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n = [A0A1] 
d>K,i-\ 

d\,i 

dK.i 

+ Vi- (2.9) 

where the data bits d of the K users to be detected lie between the received signal r, and 

Ti-\ boundaries. Lower index i represents time. Thus, the matched filter detects each user 

individually, ignoring the effects of other users. The hard decision of the MF detector is 

given by 

4J = s g n ( K [ A f r i _ 1 + A g r r i ] ) . 

The causal nature of the matched-filter detector means it does not require succeeding 

bits of other users to produce an output estimate [21]. The PIC component of the detector 

is performed in stages for the multistage detector [3], [31] and requires multishot detection. 

It should be noted that the proposed hybrid model incorporates PIC albeit for varying group 

sizes, and the pipelined multistage detector remains applicable. Multishot detection is the 

cancelling of the interference caused by the succeeding bits of users and is modeled as 

A0 Ai 0 0 

0 A0 Aj 0 

: - , --. Aa 

0 0 0 A 0 

dic,\ 

d\j> 

: 

di,i 

>-K,D 

+ % (2.10) 

where r is the multishot received vector of dimension N x D, N being the spreading factor 

and D being the number of received bits. Here, A represents the new multishot channel 

matrix. The initial soft and hard decision outputs obtained from the matched filter are 

respectively given by 

i(0) 3?[AHr (2.11) 

and 
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d(°)=sgn(y(°)). (2.12) 

During multi-user detection, a given user's bits are affected by the interference of previous 

and subsequent overlapping symbols from other users as well as their current symbols due 

to the asynchronous nature of the signals. The pipelined effect is illustrated below in Fig. 

2.13 
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Figure 2.13: Pipelined detection process 

The detection of bit 3 is featured as an arbitrary example. An initial estimate of the 

received signal is obtained via the MF detector, which depends solely on current and past 

received bits. As mentioned above, bits 2 and 4 of all users are needed in order to cancel the 

interference for bit 3. Therefore, the first PIC stage can only begin processing bit 3 after the 

estimates of bits 2 and 4 are obtained. Similarly, the second PIC stage, in turn, can only 

begin after bit 4 is processed by the previous stage, and so on. This leads to a reduction 

in latency which, for the purposes of this study, are irrelevant and will not be looked at in 

detail. The motive of this scheme as well as a more in depth analysis of its benefits can be 

found in [22] 

The computations performed on the intermediate bits reduce to 

y^=yP-L^-C^-l/d^\ (2.13) 
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and 

& = s g n ^ 0 ) , (2.14) 

where y\ and d\' are once again the respective soft and hard decisions obtained after 

each stage of the multistage detector, lower index i once again represents time, and the 

upper index / represents the number of IC iterations. More specifically, y\' describes the 

interference being subtracted due to the past and future bits of interferering users, where L 

is the partial correlation matrix for the past and future bits of the interfering users given by 

L = 9fc[A?A0], (2.15) 

and C is the center matrix representing the correlation of the current bits of interfering users 

given by 

C = 3?[A^A0 + A f Aj - diag(A$A0 + A f Aa)], (2.16) 

where the diagonal elements are made zeros as only the interference from other users, rep

resented by the non-diagonal elements, need to be canceled. 

The entire multiuser detection process is shown below in Fig. 2.14. 

All simulations of the proposed algorithm incorporate the abovementioned pipelined 

MUD architechture. Once again, it should be noted that this MUD model is chosen arbi

trarily; similar results can be achieved utilizing other existing models for channel estimation. 
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Chapter 3 

Proposed Scheme - The Trickle 

Algorithm 

3.1 Derivation of the Trickle Algorithm 

The proposed trickle algorithm incorporates principles of both SIC and PIC schemes. As with 

conventional SIC, users are ordered depending on the average signal strength. Interference is 

cancelled in stages successively, each stage consisting of a certain number of users determined 

by the applied algorithm and the corresponding total number of users. PIC is performed at 

every stage regardless of the number of users. 

Let rp(t) represent the composite input signal to the pth stage. As with standard PIC, a 

given stage processes a signal resulting from the subtraction of the original received signal 

by the estimated MAI from all previous stages. For instance, when p = 2, the signal is given 

by 

r2(t)=r(t) - S^t - n). (3.1) 

One of the major limiting factors of the joint estimation involved in PIC receivers is the 

detrimental contributions by users with weaker signal strength. SIC can overcome this by 

ordering users according to their signal power and processing users individually, obtaining 

reliable channel estimates from the strongest user first, the next strongest user second, and so 

forth. Thus, subsequent users benefit from the reliable early estimates despite their weaker 

signal. However, the advantages of joint estimation are lost as users contribute to channel 

estimation accuracy only once. 

It is both advantageous to process certain users repeatedly and counter-productive to 

process other users more than once. The proposed algorithm employs PIC at every stage, 
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but contrary to standard PIC operation, not all users are included in every stage of the IC 

process. Joint estimation is utilized, albeit for various numbers of users per group. The initial 

stages include the strongest users exclusively in order to achieve improved joint estimation. 

Two options for such a design are presented in the following section. 

3.2 Exponentially Varying Group Sizes 

Each interference cancellation stage produces an estimate of the signal that is carried over 

to the next group of users. In order to take advantage of the more reliable early estimates, 

initial stages can be made to include fewer users, more specifically those exhibiting stronger 

signal power. This results in varying group sizes amongst different interference cancellation 

stages. However, channel estimation does not improve linearly with every stage. Thus, it is 

counter-intuitive to arrange users in linearly varying group sizes. Therefore, we increase the 

number of users in a non-linear manner. Through analysis presented below, it is shown that 

schemes employing non-linearly varying group sizes produce better BER performance with 

comparable processing delay as compared to similar linear models as well as standard PIC 

structures. 

In this section, we investigate two novel hybrid IC schemes. The resulting analysis 

provides the basis for the proposed trickle algorithm. Both schemes employ exponentially 

varying group sizes. The first involves a greater number of users in the early stages, attempt

ing to take advantage of joint estimation to establish reliable early estimates. Latter stages 

increase in size, but in inverse exponential fashion. The second model begins with a single 

user found to be strongest and therefore most reliable, and increases the number of users 

exponentially for each stage until the K users are processed. The number of additional users 

per stage for the inverse exponential and exponential models are given respectively by 

U = floor[ii:/(2s)], (3.2) 

and 

U = 2 s - 2 , (3.3) 

where U is the number of users to be added to a given stage and s is the index of the given 

stage starting from the second stage, s — 2. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) are set as guidlines for 

the two hybrid models. They are arbitrary and are used merely as a means to compare two 

different strategies for preliminary channel estimation. The first model is designed to benefit 
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from the performance properties of the standard PIC scheme by first employing group-

wise IC stages. The second model follows SIC principles during early IC stages, utilizing 

individual processing of users in order to obtain more accurate early estimates. Both models 

demonstrate identical system latency as the number of total stages is maintained. Sample 

configurations of both models for K = 8 users are shown in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of inverse exponential group-wise scheme for K = 8. 

The terms exponential and inverse exponential refer to the manner in which the number 

of users are increased as compared to the previous stage. For the configuration shown in 

Fig. 3.1, the number of users per stage increases in an inverse-exponential fashion, while the 

configuration in Fig 3.2 demonstrates an exponential increase. 

Consider the initial stages of the inverse exponential scheme. Some of the users involved 

exhibit low signal power but are nonetheless implicated in the joint estimation process. The 

positive effect of the more diverse joint estimation is, to a certain extent, countered by 

a negative influence attributed to a relatively weak signal strength associated with these 

users. For higher values of SNR, there is a greater benefit in obtaining phase and amplitude 

estimates from a single reliable user rather than through joint estimation of many users. 

This correlates with the comparisons made between the performance of SIC and PIC when 

ignoring drawbacks regarding overall system latency. Comparatively, the exponential group-

wise structure offers improved channel estimation for higher values of SNR and consequently 
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of exponential group-wise scheme for K = 8. 

demonstrates better BER performance. Simulation results supporting the abovementioned 

benefits are presented in Section 4. However, estimation can be further improved through 

additional iterations for stronger users, giving rise to the proposed trickle scheme described 

in the following section. 

3.3 Description of the Trickle Algorithm 

Motivated by similar factors as the exponential and inverse exponential group-wise schemes, 

the trickle algorithm employs non-linearly varying group sizes determined by the total num

ber of users. A count matrix Q of dimension K x IK is created in order to compute the 

number of IC iterations required for all users. Each row corresponds to one user and each 

column represents one IC stage. The users are ordered in a decreasing fashion according to 

their signal strength such that the top rows of the matrix represent the stronger users and 

the bottom rows the weaker ones. The system is first modeled as an upper-right triangular 

matrix thus replicating the appropriate processing pattern for K number of users as in [33]. 

Secondly, the last iterations from each of the first u rows are removed and redistributed 

amongst the first v rows where 
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u = (K-l)-2i, z = 0 , l , . . . .u ; , (3.4) 

and 

v = floor(i<:/2), (3.5) 

where w is the number of redistributions carried out by the trickle algorithm and is governed 

by 

w = floor(ceil(ff/2)/2). (3.6) 

There are u iterations to be redistributed amongst v rows with the value of u changing 

with every repetition of the process denoted by i. Equation (3.4) is created as such in order 

to ensure that the last column carries out detection for all users for any given value of K. It is 

also designed to limit the increase in the number of users to two for the latter columns of the 

matrix. Thus, joint estimation at a given stage involves no more than two additional users as 

compared to the previous stage, guarding against degredation in channel estimation which 

can arise when several users with weak signal strength are being processed simultaneously 

for the first time. For example, if a given stage carries five more users than the previous 

stage, the resulting channel estimation is affected by five potentially unreliable users and the 

negative contributions are propagated throughout the IC process. This limitation leads to 

better overall channel estimation and offers improved reliability over the exponential group-

wise scheme shown in Fig. 3.2. 

The value of v described in (3.5) is set such that the users with the strongest signal power 

receive the greatest number of redistributed iterations. In other words, the rows located in 

the top half of the Q matrix receive all redistributions and the corresponding users are 

consequently processed more often than those situated in the bottom half. 

The redistribution process begins at row v and continues through to row 1, each row 

successively acquiring j supplementary iterations for j = 1,2,.. . , v' where 

v' = u - ((v - l ) 2 + v - l ) /2 . (3.7) 

The reliability of early channel estimation is futher increased through this process. Equa

tion (3.7) ensures that the upper rows within the top half of the Q matrix receive even more 

iterations than those closer to row v. More explicitly, row v gains one iteration, row v — 1 

gains two, and so forth. For the final step, Equation (3.7) merely adds the remaining v' 
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Figure 3.3: Sample Q matrix computation for 7 users. 

iterations left over from the original total u to row 1. For certain values of K, however, this 

can lead to a row 1 having fewer iterations than row 2. Once all redistributions are carried 

out, an inversion of the two first rows is added if necessary to ensure that the strongest user 

is in fact relied on more heavily than all other users. 

The resulting matrix, denoted by Q, represents the trickle pattern applicable to the de

sired MUD detection scheme. It is important to note that the expressions describing u, w,and 

w are derived through experimentation and are optimized with regards to the proposed al

gorithm. They are computed as such in order to ensure a proper reconfiguration of users 

for any given value of K. Furthermore, for a given K, the Q matrix is unique and identical 

for every realization since its construction depends solely on K, not on the users' signal 

strength. Thus, the computation of Q does not add to the system's overall processing delay 

as it can be pre-configured for any value of K. 

In this example, we consider the execution of the trickle algorithm for K = 7 users. The 

corresponding computation of the Q matrix is shown in detail in Fig. 3.3. The following 

pseudocode describes the process: 

• Create a count matrix Q of dimension K x 2K: A matrix containing 7 rows and 14 

columns is created. 

• Remove the first iterations from each of the first u rows and redistribute amongst the 

first v rows: From Equations (3.4) and (3.5), i = 0, u = (7 — 1) — 2 x 0 = 6, and 

v = floor(7/2) = 3. In other words, the last iterations from rows 6 through 1 are 

eliminated and are inserted back into the matrix staring from row 3 through to the 

first row. 

• The redistribution of iterations starts from row v = 3. The algorithm adds j sup

plementary iterations to each row, where j = 1,2, . . . , , u ' : From Equation (3.7), 

v' = 6 - ((3 - l ) 2 + 3 - l ) /2 = 3. Thus, rows 3 through 1 receive j - 1, 2, and 

3 iterations, respectively. 

The redistribution process is repeated w times: From Equation (3.6), w = floor(ceil(7/2)/2) = 
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2. For K = 7, redistribution is therefore executed only twice. The second and final exe

cution is carried out with i = 1, u = ( 7 - 1 ) - 2 x 1 = 4, aud i / = 4 - ( ( 3 - l ) 2 + 3 - l ) / 2 = 

1. The value of v remains the same as it does not depend on i. In this final redistrib

ution, u — 4 iterations are removed and rows v = 3 through 1 receive j = 1,2, and 1 

iterations, respectively. 

• If the number of total iterations is greater for user 2 than user 1, invert rows 1 and 2: 

This step is not carried out for K = 7 as row 1 does not contain fewer iterations than 

row 2. 

3.4 Improved Trickle Algori thm 

As mentioned above, each row of the Q matrix represents a single user while each column 

represents an individual PIC stage along with the number of users invovled. Certain columns 

are repeated many times, resulting in greater latency while failing to improve the BER 

performance. This is due to the negligible gains achieved by executing PIC for more than 

three iterations. In other words, typical convergence of standard PIC operation occurs after 

three successive stages and, as shown in [16], improvement in the BER performance is greatly 

reduced following a third PIC run. By limiting each distinct grouping to a maximum of three 

repetitions in the Q matrix, the BER performance is maintained and the overall processing 

delay is reduced. 

The configuration of the reduced matrix remains dependent on K and is therefore once 

again consistent for any given value of K. The improved algorithm does not increase the 

complexity as, similar to the original trickle scheme, matrix configurations can be constructed 

and stored prior to the detection process. 

Also, the larger the number of users, the greater the number of reduced stages. Repeated 

columns occur more often when the redistribution process is carried out more frequently. 

Thus, the gains in performance for the improved trickle algorithm become especially signifi

cant for systems with larger values of K. 

For this example, let us consider the original Q matrix for K = 21 users shown in Fig. 

3.4. 

As can be seen, there are five distinct groupings that repeat for more than three stages. 

More specifically, columns containing one, three, four, five, and six users appear more than 

three times. The improved trickle algorithm reduces these groupings to a maximum of three 

stages by removing the excess columns from the original Q matrix. The columns to be 
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11,12 16-18 22-24 28,29 

Figure 3.4: Sample Q matrix for K = 21. 

removed are highlighted and numbered in Fig. 3.4. The resulting reduced Q matrix is 

shown in Fig. 3.5. 

Figure 3.5: Reduced Q matrix for K — 21. 

When comparing Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, there occurs a reduction in the number of columns 

from 38 to 25. Once again, each column represents an IC stage and a reduction in stages 

correlates directly with a reduction in system latency. For K = 21, the improved trickle 

algorithm achieves a (38 — 25) -=- 38 = 34.2% reduction in total IC stages. A more detailed 

analysis of the gains in processing delay is provided in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Results 

We consider the uplink channel of a CDMA system. The standard number of users is set 

to K — 20, K = 60, and K = 120 for various simulation runs, each user being assigned a 

spreading code of length C = 32. BPSK modulation is employed and the spreading factor is 

set to N — 32. The system incorporates Lp = 3 multipaths with uniform power delay profile. 

Pilot data generated from a predetermined sequence known at the receiver, sent with the 

same SNR as the data generated subsequently, is used to construct the estimation matrices 

described in Section 2.7. Short channel delay spread is assumed such that the kth user bit 

interferes only with its adjacent neighboring bits. Furthermore, the channel parameters are 

assumed to remain static during the detection window. This prevents the necessity for the 

re-ordering of users and ensures the validity of the pre-configured Q matrix. For comparison 

purposes, indentical channel conditions are applied to all simulation runs. 

4.1 Exponential Versus Inverse Exponential 

Fig. 4.1 compares the performance of the two schemes involving exponentially varying 

group sizes discussed in Section 3. Simulation results validate theoretical expectations as the 

exponential scheme achieves superior BER performance for higher values of SNR. For SNR 

values greater than 12, the exponential scheme experiences an improvement of approximately 

ldB over the inverse exponential scheme. Simulation results for SNR = 18 dB and K — 

20 users further illustrates this effect. A greater improvement is demonstrated in channel 

estimates obtained from single users and small groups of users characterizing the initial 

stages of the exponential scheme. 
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Figure 4.1: BER comparison between exponential and inverse exponential group-wise 
schemes for K — 20. 

4.2 Performance Comparison between Trickle, Linear, 

Exponential, MF, PIC, and SIC 

Fig. 4.2 compares the performance of the proposed trickle algorithm to that of the standard 

MF receiver, both 3-stage PIC and SIC schemes, the hybrid receiver based on [11] consisting 

of linearly varying group sizes, as well as the superior of the two exponential models discussed 

above. Despite the increase in processing delay, the trickle algorithm greatly outperforms 

both SIC and PIC schemes. The trickle model also shows improvement over previous hybrid 

models, albeit to a much lesser degree when compared to the exponential scheme presented 

in Section 3. Despite similar structures, however, the proposed scheme offers better BER 

performance at the cost of increased latency due to the greater number of total IC stages. As 

can be seen, greater improvement is achieved at higher values of SNR. The results presented 

offer a means of comparison for uncoded systems and nonetheless demonstrate the potential 
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gains with regards to coded systems. Furthermore, in order to provide a more accurate 

comparison to previously designed schemes, the system parameters are generated such that 

the near-far effect is accounted for. The advantage of the trickle algorithm lies in further 

establishing dependable early estimates such that the latter stages experience less corruption 

due to weaker users. At BER 10~3, the trickle MUD receiver exhibits an improvement of 

more than 1.5 dB over the linear model, and an improvement of 0.7 dB over the exponential 

scheme presented in section 3.2. 

Figure 4.2: BER comparison between linear, exponential, MF, SIC, 3-stage PIC, and trickle 
algorithm for K = 20. 

Sirmilation results for K = 60 and K — 120 are presented Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4, 

respectively. Both figures demonstrate relatively consistent performance benefits over 

conventional MUD schemes, the linear hybrid model, as well as the experimental exponential 

scheme. Naturally, as the number of users is increased, BER performance slightly degrades 

due to the increase in MAI power [34]. 
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Figure 4.3: BER comparison between linear, exponential, MF, SIC, 3-stage PIC, and trickle 
algorithm for K = 60. 

4.3 Processing Delay Reduction Analysis 

Fig. 4.5 compares the BER performance of the improved trickle algorithm with that of the 

original model prior to the reduction process. As can be seen, the difference in performance 

is negligible and is far less significant relative to the gains in overall system latency. This 

is consistent with theoretical expectations concerning PIC receivers where exceeding three 

iterations does not generally produce significantly superior results. 

Fig. 4.6 is a representation of the potential reduction in processing delay. Analysis 

of both the total number of IC stages as well as the total number of processing events is 

presented. By processing events we mean the total number of times all users are detected 

throughout the entire IC run. For example, for K = 7 shown in Fig. 3.3, the number of 

processing events is 28. The mimber of stages is reduced only when the trickle configuration 

produces a repitition of more than three IC stages for a given group size. This happens for 

the first time at K = 11. The percent reduction in total number of IC stages increases with 
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Figure 4.4: BER comparison between linear, exponential, MF, SIC, 3-stage PIC, and trickle 
algorithm for K = 120. 

the number of users, reaching over 40% for the case where K = 30. It is once again important 

to note that the reduction achieved by the algorithm is identical for any realization of the 

algorithm as it depends on the number of users K. More specifically, the plot shown in Fig. 

4.6 is universally true for all instances where the improved trickle algorithm is applied. The 

reduction in processing events illustrates the lack of degradation in the BER performance. 

By maintaining a sufficiently high number of processing events, the performance is also 

maintained. 
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Figure 4.5: BER comparison between improved and standard trickle algorithmfor K — 20. 
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Figure 4.6: Percent reduction in number of IC stages and processing events for the improved 
trickle algorithm. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future Work 

5.1 Conclusion 

In this thesis, we proposed a novel interference cancellation receiver structure for a CDMA 

uplink system. The model incorporates the proposed "trickle" algorithm, in order to re

duce the effects of MAI during the detection process and achieve an improvement in BER 

performance. Two novel hybrid schemes employing exponentially varying group sizes were 

presented from which the trickle scheme was derived. Through analysis, it was shown that 

the exponential scheme achieved greater performance over the inverse exponential scheme, 

leading to the development of various parameters involved in the proper construction of an 

adaptive user configuration matrix utilized by the trickle algorithm. 

We also demonstrated that the performance of the proposed scheme surpassed that of the 

conventional MUD schemes, the linear hybrid model, as well as the experimental exponential 

schemes. This was accomplished by relying more heavily on users with stronger signal 

strength in order to obtain early channel estimates. 

Finally, a reduced matrix was subsequently developed and an improved trickle algorithm 

was presented. Through simulation and timing analysis, it was shown that the improved 

trickle algorithm was capable of providing similar BER performance while significantly re

ducing overall system processing delay as compared to the original trickle algorithm. 

5.2 Future work 

In the following, we point out several related directions of research. 

• The next and most logical step of our work is to apply the proposed trickle algorithm 

to WCDMA uplink transmission. Incorporating appropriate scrambling codes into 
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the pipelined MUD receiver structure would render the algorithm more practical and 

relevant with regards to more up-to-date wireless standards. 

• Throughout this study, we have assumed proper channel estimation prior to the inter

ference cancellation process. The channel estimation of this scheme is obtained through 

the pipelined MUD via a pilot sequence of bits known at the receiver. However, we 

have not investigated the effects of improper channel estimation. Stronger estimation 

techniques, such as [22], [46] could be implemented and analyzed in order to achieve 

superior performance to that of the current scheme. In addition, improved power con

trol algorithms can be applied [25], further enhancing the advantages of emploing the 

trickle matrix. 

• More complex adaptations of the trickle algorithm could also be investigated. A group-

wise trickle configuration could improve BER performance by dividing the Q matrix 

into subgroups, each containing a condensed version of the Q matrix, maintaining the 

basic rules of construction. As such, the users with weaker signal strength are generally 

more dependant on those with stronger signal strength since each subgroup contains 

fewer IC stages. 

• The principle of the Q matrix could also be applied to groups of users, each element of 

the Q matrix consisting of multiple users. This configuration would be advantageous for 

systems with a large number of users where a significant reduction in processing delay 

is achieved due to the fewer number of IC stages involved. However, this configuration 

suffers in BER performance as a less accurate portion of the interference is cancelled 

prior to given individual stages. The study would investigate the trade-off between 

decreased latency versus decreased performance. 

• The application of multiple antenna schemes could provide additional benefits in terms 

of array gain, diversity gain, and interference reduction [47]. The next step would in

volve analysis of the effects of an antenna array at the base station, and subsequent 

implementation of several models in order to determine the optimal configuration with 

regards to the proposed trickle scheme. Furthermore, a multiple antenna system can 

potentially achieve drastic improvement in performance and system latency in combi

nation with the abovementioned group-wise trickle scheme. The IC process could be 

divided amongst different antennas provided that a proper recombining algorithm is 

designed. 
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